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UNDUE INFLUENCE
AND GENDER STEREOTYPES:

LEGAL DOCTRINE OR INDOCTRINATION?

INTRODUCTION

The law of wills claims that freedom of testation' is its most
basic rule.2 Nevertheless, when a will contest ensues, this freedom
is often balanced against notions of fairness, justice, and especially
morality.3 A court, upon determining testamentary intent, may
employ a variety of legal tools to remedy4 or invalidate 5 an instru-
ment. The doctrine of undue influence is often invoked to invali-
date a will that presumably does not represent a testator's6 true
wishes and choices but rather those of the primary beneficiary.

Scholars have criticized the application of the undue influ-
ence doctrine as selective with regard to particular testators and

1 See, e.g., "A person of sound mind, acting with full knowledge of her affairs, compe-
tent to understand her relations to those whom she wished to benefit, may bestow her
bounty as she likes." Loder v. Whelpley, 18 N.E. 874, 878 (N.Y. 1888).

2 See THOMAS E. ATKINSON, HANDBOOK OF THE LAW OF Wis 140 (2d ed. 1953); Eu-
GENE F. ScoLEs & EDWARD C. HALBACH, JR., PROBLEMS AND MATERIALS ON DECEDENT'S Es-
TATES AND TRusTs 145 (5th ed. 1993); see also Ashbel G. Gulliver & Catherine J. Tilson,
Classifications of Gratuitous Transfers, 51 YALE LJ. 1, 2 (1941) (stating that although this rule
of testamentary freedom is commonplace, it is frequently neglected even though courts
recognize the intent of the transferor).

3 See Peter J. Van Every, Undue Influence -Judicial Implementation of Social Policy, 1968
Wis. L. REv. 569, 571 (showing that the "deeply rooted" policy of freedom of testation
competes against courts' use of the undue influence doctrine "as a vehicle to reflect soci-
ety's views of fairness and unfairness").

4 For example, strict statutory requirements for will formation may be relaxed under
the substantial compliance doctrine. See, e.g.,John H. Langbein, Substantial Compliance with
the Wills Act 88 HAtv. L. REV. 489 (1975) (arguing for a functional rule of substantial
compliance with wills formalities that treats some defects as not defeating the purposes of
the Wills Act). Additionally, UNIF. PROBATE CODE § 2-503 (1993) excuses noncompliance
with Wills Act formalities by giving a court the power to dispense with these formalities in
order to validate an instrument that it determines evinces the decedent's testamentary in-
tent. Another example arises when a will contains a "latent" ambiguity, in which case ex-
trinsic evidence may be considered so as to determine the meaning. See, e.g., ScoLEs AND
HALBACH, supra note 2, at 168.

5 Requiring strict compliance can invalidate an instrument that may clearly reflect the
testator's intent yet due to a mistake faled to comply with the Wills Act. See, e.g., Langbein,
supra note 4, at 491-92. Also, a "patent" ambiguity in a will often results in invalidation of
the instrumnent. See, e.g., ScoLEs AND HALBACH, supra note 2, at 168.

6 In this discussion, the word "testator" describes both male and female decedents who
left wills, except when referred to otherwise in specific cases.

7 Requirements of testamentary capacity and lack of fraud serve similar protective
functions. SeeATrKNSON, supra note 2, at 139-40, 255-56, 263, 548-49; SCOLEs AND HALBACH,
supra note 2, at 634-78.
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beneficiaries.' Undue influence is not intended to invalidate a will
that reflects a testator's intent even though it may be contrary to
the traditional norms of society.9 "The law does not condemn the
gift merely because of immoral activities between the testator and
the donee, nor is the disposition allowed to stand simply because
their general association is one which is socially approved."' 0 Yet,
despite the tenet of freedom of testation, there is a strong societal
belief in "inheritance":"1 that family members, primarily spouses
and children of the decedent, should be the beneficiaries of his or
her estate.' 2 It has been suggested that a will that fails to provide
for family members in favor of a less traditional beneficiary is more
likely to be held invalid,'" which then allows intestacy laws (or a
prior will that provides for the family) to take effect.

The selective invalidation of wills based upon a testator's
choice of beneficiary suggests that the undue influence doctrine is

8 See, e.g., Joseph W. deFuria, Jr., Testamentary Gifts Resulting from Meretricious Relation-
ships: Undue Influence or Natural Beneficence, 64 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 200 (1989) (discussing
that when a testator gives a significant portion of his estate to a person with whom he had a
meretricious relationship, the undue influence doctrine reflects society's moral values);
Melanie B. Leslie, The Myth of Testamentary Freedom, 28 Amz. L. REv. 235, 243-44 & nn.41, 42
(1996) (showing that wills are found to be the product of undue influence statistically
more often when the testator disinherits relatives in favor of nonrelatives than when con-
testants and will beneficiaries are related in equal degrees to the testator); Jeffrey G. Sher-
man, Undue Influence and the Homosexual Testator, 42 U. Prrr. L. Rxv. 225 (1981) (discussing
that a homosexual testator runs a greater risk of having his will declared invalid on the
ground of undue influence than does his heterosexual counterpart). See generally Van
Every, supra note 3.

9 SeeATKINSON, supra note 2, at 258-59. Also, in Dees v. Metts, 17 So. 2d 137 (Ala. 1944),
the Supreme Court of Alabama upheld the probate of a white male's will, contested by his
mother, that devised his entire estate to his black mistress despite the then existing laws
prohibiting interracial sexual relations, and despite its view that "[i]t is reprehensible
enough for a white man to live in adultery with a white woman, thus defying the laws of
both God and man, but it is more so, and a much lower grade of depravity, for a white man
to live in adultery with a Negro woman." Id. at 139.

10 ATKINSON, supra note 2, at 258-59.
11 See Mary Louise Fellows, In Search of Donative Intent, 73 IoWA L. REv. 611, 621 n.57

(1988) (citing empirical studies that validate this assumption, including studies of probate
docket distributions in Iowa, Illinois, and Wisconsin, and a telephone survey of residents of
five states).

12 Intestate statutes operate when a will does not exist or is invalidated, and though
they vary from state to state, all of them provide for spouses, lineal descendants and collat-
eral descendants, in that order. Spousal elective share statutes are also adopted by most
states. See UNIF. PROBATE CODE §§ 2-202 to 2-209, 2-502 (1993). Statutes are enacted by
legislatures, comprised of members for whom the public voted and presumably represent
their interests.

13 See supra note 8; see also Fellows, supra note 11, at 613 (applying this analysis to dona-
tive transfers, stating "[u]ndoubtedly, the state's preference for family places at risk non-
traditional distribution schemes that exclude some family members in favor of other family
or non-family members."). Unlike this author, Fellows asserts that the state's presumption
of intent of a traditional plan may be rebutted by objective evidence establishing intent of a
nontraditional plan, and that this "balances [nontraditional] individual values by raising
barriers to donative freedom, while only rarely prohibiting its exercise." Id.
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indeed "a barometer of society's mores."' 4 If so, does this doctrine
also reflect society's gender stereotypes? This Note focuses on that
issue, and attempts to prove that a covert, perhaps even uncon-
scious, manipulation of the undue influence doctrine subverts the
testamentary freedom of women.

In Part I, I argue that the lack of definition of the undue influ-
ence doctrine makes it amenable to subjective interpretation. I as-
sert that society's normative values determine the benchmarks of
undue influence, particularly those associated with "confidential
relationships." A confidential relationship gives rise to a presump-
tion of undue influence, 15 and this section discusses how trial bur-
dens shift when such presumptions arise. Admittedly, courts apply
such presumptions so as to determine undue influence regardless
of the testator's gender, and significantly more often when a testa-
tor disinherits relatives in favor of nonrelatives.' 6 A variety of rea-
sons may exist for favoring testamentary familial duty over
testamentary freedom,'" but such an inquiry is beyond the scope of
this particular study. This Note limits its inquiry to whether courts
more often exercise a preference for testamentary familial duty at
the expense of testamentary freedom when the testator is female, and
the resulting implications of the answer.

The first section of Part II establishes that the case law in the
ten-year period from 1986 to 1995 reflects a higher rate of findings
of undue influence to invalidate the wills of female testators than
those of male testators. Two opinions, one representative of such
will contests involving female testators and one of male testators,
are then analyzed comparatively to examine this disparity, and to
show how society's normative values determine the factors em-
ployed in finding indicia of undue influence. When the holdings
and language of these opinions are considered as a whole, particu-
lar gender stereotypes of the male and female emerge. The second
section of Part II demonstrates that even when the male testator is
found to have been unduly influenced, an examination of these
opinions reveals yet another particular stereotype of the influenc-
ing female.

14 deFuria, supra note 8, at 201.
15 See discussion infra Part I.
16 See, e.g., Leslie, supra note 8, at 243-58.
17 See id. at 268-74 (discussing the cultural adherence to family protection evident in

the laws of the United States and most Western countries). See generally Fellows, supra note
11 (arguing that individual testamentary intent generally comports with generalized, or
legislative, intent and should favor the property owner's family); Ray D. Madoff, Unmasking
Undue Influence, 81 MiNN. L. Ray. 571 (1997) (arguing that the correct application of the
undue influence doctrine favors the biological family over non-family members).
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In Part III, I discuss how these characteristic patterns of gen-
der stereotyping are prevalent in other areas of the law and society.
Thus, it is argued that the undue influence doctrine is as suscepti-
ble to society's values and judgments as is any other societal pro-
cess. Finally, in Part IV, I posit that law is a societal process, a form
of language that reflects and reinforces social values, including
gender stereotyping. The limiting consequences of such stereotyp-
ing, both in the small universe of the undue influence doctrine
and in the larger context of law and society, are considered.

I. THE UNDUE INFLUENCE DOCTRINE'S LACK OF DEFINITION
RENDERS IT VULNERABLE TO SUBJECTIVE INTERPRETATION

"Undue influence is one of the most bothersome concepts in
all the law. It cannot be precisely defined."'" Courts often define
undue influence as "something that destroys the free agency of the
testator, at the time when the instrument is made, and that, in ef-
fect, substitutes the will of another for that of the testator."' 9 How-
ever, courts determine the presence or absence of undue influence
based upon the facts of each case, and define it accordingly.2"
Since undue influence is defined according to the particular facts
of each case, it depends upon subjective elements. 2' Furthermore,
any objective evidence that might prove undue influence is "apt to
be veiled in secrecy."2 2

Thus, it is evident that the verity of alleged acts that might
support a finding of undue influence can rarely be known or prov-
able by direct evidence, but rather must be shown by circumstantial
evidence.23 Courts cite a number of factors as indicia of undue
influence, including:

" a "confidential relationship" between the testator and al-
leged influencer;

* "suspicious circumstances" surrounding the making of the
will, including 1) participation by the beneficiary in the
preparation or execution of the will, 2) lack of independent

18 JESSE DUKEMINIER AND STANLEY M. JOHANSON, WiLLs, TRUSTS AND ESTATES 160 (5th
ed. 1995).

19 Toombs v. Matthesen, 241 P.2d 937, 940 (Okla. 1952). See also ATKINSON, supra note
2, at 256.

20 "What constitutes undue influence cannot be defined by fixed words and will de-
pend upon the circumstances of each case." In re Estate of Hoover, 615 N.E.2d 736, 740
(IlM. 1993).

21 See ATKINSON, supra note 2, at 255; SCOLES AND HALBACH, supra note 2, at 652-72.
22 ATKINSON, supra note 2, at 255.
23 See ScoLEs AND HALBACH, supra note 2, at 652.

[Vol. 4:105
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advice in preparing the will, and 3) secrecy and haste sur-
rounding the making of the will;

* an unexplained change in the testator's attitude toward
those for whom she previously expressed affection;

" a marked change in the testator's plan for disposing of her
property;

" an "unnatural" or "unjust" gift;
* the testator's susceptibility to influence;

* the degree to which the testator's financial and business af-
fairs were controlled by the alleged influencer; and

" the length of the relationship between the testator and al-
leged influencer. 24

Most treatises state that the burdens of persuasion and production
rest upon the contestant of the will to prove the factors of undue
influence by a preponderance of the evidence. 25 Once the contest-
ant successfully shows an inference or a presumption of undue in-
fluence, the burden shifts to the proponent. Theoretically, the
shifting burden of proof should only be that of production, but in
practice, courts may go so far as to shift the burden of persuasion.26

As stated by Atkinson:

The whole matter of burden of proof regarding undue influ-
ence is complicated by the operation of certain presumptions in
special cases.... If [a] confidential relationship gives rise to a
presumption rather than a mere inference or suspicion, the
question remains as to the effect of [the] presumption. Here
there is the greatest confusion. Clearly the presumption is not
conclusive, and proponent is entitled to introduce evidence to

24 See, e.g., Matter of Estate of Maheras, 897 P.2d 268, 272-73 (Okla. 1995); Knutsen v.
Krippendorf, 862 P.2d 509, 516-17 (Or. Ct. App. 1993). See generally ATMNSON, supra note
2, at 255-62.

25 See ATKINSON, supra note 2, at 548-49; Scol.ES AND HALBACH, supra note 2, at 652-53;
see also UNIF. PROBATE CODE § 3-407 (1993) (stating that "[c]ontestants of a will have the
burden of establishing lack of testamentary intent or capacity, undue influence, fraud, du-
ress, mistake or revocation. Parties have the ultimate burden of persuasion as to matters with
respect to which they have the initial burden of proof" (emphasis added)).

26 McCoRMICK ON EVIDENCE states:

"Proof"' is an ambiguous word .... Naturally, the term "burden of proof" shares
this ambivalence. The term encompasses two separate burdens of proof. One
burden is that of producing evidence, satisfactory to the judge, of a particular
fact in issue. The second is the burden of persuading the trier of fact that the
alleged fact is true.

2 McCoRMICK ON EVIDENCE § 336, at 425 (John W. Strong ed., 4' ed. 1992) [hereinafter
McComicK] (citations omitted).
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rebut it. Moreover, the presumption should not shift the risk of non-
persuasion, though some courts apparently hold that it does.27

Thus, when the circumstances of a case are deemed to give
rise to a "confidential relationship" between the testator and bene-
ficiary, courts circumvent the general rule allocating the risk of
non-persuasion to the contestant and pass it to the alleged influ-
encer.2" Once the burden of persuasion shifts to the beneficiary, a
finding of undue influence is a foregone conclusion, resulting in
the beneficiary's loss and the invalidation of the will. In effect, a
finding of undue influence hinges upon whether a confidential re-
lationship is found to have existed between the testator and the
beneficiary of the will. The question of what comprises a "confi-
dential relationship," then, often is the crux of the matter.

Generally, "[a] confidential relationship arises where trust is
reposed by reason of the testator's weakness or dependence or
where the parties occupied relations in which reliance is naturally
inspired or in fact exists. ' 29 The problematic nature of this con-
cept is evident: people usually leave property to those for whom
they have trust and affection, thus any relationship between a testa-
tor and a beneficiary may be subjectively determined as "confiden-
tial" for the purposes of presuming undue influence. "Simply put,
acts of care become evidence of undue influence."30

Even when the testator is weak or dependent upon the benefi-
ciary (most testators are elderly), why should the testator not trust
that person? Most likely the testator and beneficiary "occupied re-
lations in which reliance is naturally inspired," whether as parent-
child, friends, spouses, or romantic partners.3 Nevertheless, when

27 ATKINSON, supra note 2, at 550-51 (emphasis added) (citations omitted). Noteworthy
is McCormick's comment that "[o]ne ventures the assertion that 'presumption' is the slip-
periest member of the family of legal terms, except its first cousin, 'burden of proof.'"
McCoRMicK, supra note 26, § 342, at 449.

28 See, e.g., Leslie, supra note 8, at 247-56, 252 n. 80, 254 n.91, 255 n.92 (collecting
cases); Madoff, supra note 17, at 583-84 nn.34-39 (collecting cases).

29 SCOLES AND HALBACH, supra note 2, at 653 (quoting In re Hopper, 88 A.2d 193, 193
(NJ. 1952)).

30 TrentJ. Thornley, The Caring Influence: Beyond Autonomy as the Foundation of Undue
Influence, 71 IND. LJ. 513, 515 (1997).

31 See supra note 29. The relationship may also be of a fiduciary or business nature
between the testator and her attorney, accountant, or church, for example. While these
relationships also create a presumption of undue influence, a fiduciary standard (purport-
edly different, and usually more strict, than the standard applied to personal relationships)
is applied:

Confidential relationships can be understood as both a form and an exten-
sion of fiduciary relationships. Confidential relationships are forms of fiduciary
relationships in that certain relationships are categorized as "confidential" as a
matter of law. A classic example of such a de jure confidential relationship is
that of a lawyer and client. Similarly, confidential relationships also presump-
tively exist between a conservator and ward, trustee and beneficiary, doctor and

[Vol. 4:105
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a relationship is deemed "suspicious" or a devise or bequest to a
particular beneficiary is called "unnatural" or "unjust," that rela-
tionship and the resulting gift give rise to the presumption of un-
due influence. Such determinations necessarily reflect personal
values; thus, the moral determination of the fairness of the will's
provisions may very well eclipse any indications of the testator's
true intent.

This trap of subjectivity simply deepens, for although theoreti-
cally at this stage the beneficiary must only present evidence to
rebut the presumption, in reality the matter becomes one ofjustify-
ing the "unnatural" character of the bequest, or disproving the
"suspicious" nature of the relationship or the circumstances sur-
rounding the will's execution. As these factors are grounded upon
sociocultural morals and ethics, the trier of fact has already
adopted the associated presumption intuitively. Despite ajudge or
juror's duty (and perhaps genuine desire) to maintain neutrality,
to overcome such powerful social forces is no easy task.

Thus, the elusive definition of undue influence makes it a doc-
trine ripe for encapsulating societal values, and particularly for the
focus of this Note - society's gender stereotypes. An examination
of the case law reveals this phenomenon.

II. THE CASE LAW REVEALS A DEMARCATED APPLICATION OF THE
UNDUE INFLUENCE DOCTRINE DEPENDING UPON THE

TESTATOR'S GENDER

For this study, I researched and analyzed those appellate deci-
sions reported in the ten-year period between December 31, 1985
and January 1, 1996 that dealt with a will contest on the ground of
undue influence,32 where a disinherited relative (or relatives) con-

patient, nurse-companion and patient, and pastor and parishioner. In all of
these relationships one person is under a legal or ethical obligation to act in
the best interest of the other person.

A confidential relationship is also an extension of fiduciary relationships in
that, under the undue influence doctrine, confidential relationships may also
exist between people who do not fall within any specifically defined category
.... Some examples of these types of [de facto] confidential relationships are
friends, neighbors and lovers on whom the testator has become dependent. De
facto confidential relationships differ from de jure confidential relationships
because there is no generally recognized legal or ethical obligation to act in the
other person's best interest.

Madoff, supra note 17, at 583-84 (citations omitted). See also ATKINSON, supra note 2, at 261-
62,550-52. SeegenerallyJosephW. deFuria,Jr., Testamentary Gifts from Client to Attorney-Drafts-
man: From Probate Presumption to Ethical Prohibition, 66 NEB. L. REv. 695 (1987).

32 This research was performed by conducting WESTLAW and manual West Decennial
Digest searches using key numbers 409k154 through 409k166 and resulted in a total of 266
cases. The majority of these cases involved relatives of the testator battling with each other
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tested the probate of a will that left all or nearly all of the testator's
estate to a nonrelative.33 In the cases involving female testators,
61.8% of the wills were invalidated as the product of undue influ-
ence.34 Only 30.3% of those wills involving male testators were in-

over the estate; a minority involved disinherited relatives who were contesting gifts to bene-
ficiaries unrelated to the testator.

33 Wills cases exhibit great variety not only in the parties involved, but also in the distri-
bution of the estate, which introduces a large number of variables. In order to create a"control" to examine the issue at hand, I narrowed down the cases to ask the specific
question, when a testator disinherits, or nearly disinherits, her closest degree kin in favor of a nonrela-
tive, how often do courts apply undue influence to invalidate the will? Cases dealing with this
issue totaled 67: 34 female testators and 33 male testators.

34 In 21 out of 34 cases, courts found undue influence and invalidated the will. These
are: Ward v. Little, 669 So. 2d 836 (Ala. 1995) (undue influence when testatrix devises
bulk of estate to female nonrelative, contested by nephew); Carpenter v. Horace Mann Life
Ins. Co., 730 S.W.2d 502 (Ark. CL App. 1987) (undue influence when testatrix devises her
entire estate to religious sect leader, contested by son); Estate of Auen, 35 Cal. Rptr. 2d 557
(Cal. Ct. App. 1994) (undue influence when testatrix devises bulk of estate - over $1M -
to her attorney and $100,000 to her sister, contested by her sister and charities who re-
ceived more under prior will); Estate of Lind, 257 Cal. Rptr. 853 (Cal. CL App. 1989)
(undue influence when testatrix leaves entire estate to friends and attorney, contested by
brother); Sun Bank/Miami, NA. v. Hogarth, 536 So. 2d 263 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1988)
(undue influence when testatrix devises entire estate to brother-in-law's son and daughter,
contested by disinherited children and heirs); Estate ofJessman, 554 N.E.2d 718 (Ill. App.
Ct. 1990) (undue influence when testatrix devises all her property to female friend and
friend's daughter, contested by disinherited sole heir, sister); Estate of Dossett, 512 N.E.2d
807 (Ill. App. CL 1987) (undue influence when testatrix leaves entire estate to two male
friends known since childhood who farmed her land for 21 years, contested by sole heir,
sister); Estate of Dankbar, 430 N.W.2d 124 (Iowa 1988) (undue influence when testatrix
leaves $10,000 to local museum, one-fourth of estate to attorney, and three-fourths to
banker who had been conservator, contested by sole heir and sole beneficiary of previous
will, father); Estate of Keeney, 908 P.2d 751 (N.M. Ct. App. 1996) (undue influence when
testatrix devises entire estate to friends and disinherits relatives); Montoya v. Torres, 823
P.2d 905 (N.M. 1991) (undue influence when testatrix devises to her deceased husband's
grandson, contested by her children); In re Henderson, 605 N.E.2d 323 (N.Y. App. Div.
1992) (question arises of undue influence when testatrix bequests to attorney and his fam-
ily, virtually excluding her contesting sister); Estate of Collins, 510 N.Y.S.2d 940 (N.Y. App.
Div. 1987) (undue influence when testatrix leaves bulk of estate to financial advisor who
was friend for 20 years, contested by nephews); Estate of Maheras, 897 P.2d 268 (Okla.
1995) (undue influence when testatrix devises her entire estate to church, contested by her
sole heir, nephew); Estate of Carano, 868 P.2d 699 (Okla. 1994) (undue influence when
testatrix devises entire estate to church, contested by her nephew).

But see Robinson v. Griffin, 603 So. 2d 966 (Ala. 1992) (no undue influence when
testatrix devises entire estate to friend, contested by sister); Baerlocker v. Highsmith, 730
S.W.2d 237 (Ark. 1987) (no undue influence when testatrix devises estate equally between
cancer society and university, contested by sisters); Wiszowaty v. Baumgard, 629 N.E.2d 624
(Ill. App. CL 1994) (no undue influence when testatrix devises entire estate to helpful
neighbors and friends, contested by her daughters); Estate of Kern, 716 P.2d 528 (Kan.
1986) (no undue influence when testatrix leaves bulk of estate to attorney couple who
were friends for 22 years, contested by niece); Wallace v. Scott, 844 S.W.2d 439 (Ky. Ct.
App. 1992) (no undue influence when testatrix leaves entire life estate to friend, remain-
der to charity, contested by children); Estate of Harris, 539 So. 2d 1040 (Miss. 1989) (no
undue influence when testatrix leaves entire estate to neighbor and friends, contested by
nephews and nieces); Wright v. Kenney, 746 S.W.2d 626 (Mo. CL App. 1988) (no undue
influence when testatrix devises entire estate to female friend, contested by sole beneficiary
of previous will and sole heir at law); Doyle v. Schott, 582 N.E.2d 1057 (Ohio CL App.
1989) (no undue influence when testatrix leaves entire estate to sister-in-law, contested by
sole heirs, grandchildren); In re Bloch, 625 A.2d 57 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1993) (no undue influ-
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validated. 5 In the pool of just those decisions where the testator

ence when testatrix leaves entire estate to helpful friends, contested by her sisters and
brother); First Citizens Bank & Trust Co. of South Carolina v. Inman, 370 S.E.2d 99 (S.C.
Ct. App. 1988) (no undue influence by bank trustee in favor of primary beneficiaries
church and nursing home, contested by niece); Estate of Depriest, 733 S.W.2d 74 (Tenn.
CL App. 1986) (no undue influence when testatrix leaves entire estate to woman caretaker
and friend, contested by sole beneficiary of previous will, sister); Carter v. Williams, 431
S.E.2d 297 (Va. 1993) (no undue influence but fraud when testatrix devises nearly entire
estate to attorney's wife, contested by her cousin); Vaupel v. Barr, 460 S.E.2d 431 (W. Va.
1995) (no undue influence when testatrix devises entire estate, except $2,000 to charities,
to her attorney and his wife, contested by her son and grandchildren).

The following seven cases illustrate the marked propensity of courts to find undue
influence in will contests where a female testator leaves her estate to a lover, instead of
family members; see discussion infra Part I1K Estate of McCoy, 844 P.2d 1131 (Alaska
1993) (undue influence when testatrix devises entire estate to male friend, contested by
disinherited sole heir, sister); Ahlman v. Wolf, 483 So. 2d 889 (Fla. Dist. CL App. 1986)
(undue influence when testatrix leaves substantial part of estate to escort and constant
companion who became her social secretary and to long-time personal physician who fre-
quently visited her home, contested by closest relative, niece); Smith v. Chatfield, 745
S.W.2d 199 (Mo. CL App. 1987) (undue influence when testatrix, an attorney, leaves nearly
entire estate to lover who was former co-worker, contested by grandniece); Matter of
Delorey, 529 N.Y.S.2d 153 (N.Y. App. Div. 1988) (undue influence when testatrix leaves
entire estate to male attorney with whom she had personal relationship, contested by neph-
ews, nieces and heirs); Knutsen v. Krippendorf, 862 P.2d 509 (Or. CL App. 1993) (undue
influence when testatrix devises entire estate to companion, contested by son); Estate of
Lakatosh, 656 A.2d 1378 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1995) (undue influence when testatrix devises
entire estate, except $1000 to church, to her companion, contested by her sister); Gaines v.
Frawley, 739 S.W.2d 950 (Tex. Ct. App. 1987) (undue influence when testatrix leaves estate
to her lover/common law husband, contested by sons).

35 In only 10 out of 33 cases, courts found the testator had been unduly influenced.
These are: Fischer v. Heckerman, 772 S.W.2d 642 (Ky. Ct App. 1989) (undue influence
when testator devises bulk of estate to friends and small amount to charities, contested by
disinherited relatives); Succession of Hamiter, 519 So. 2d 341 (La. Ct. App. 1988) (undue
influence when testator leaves bulk of property to housesitter and other friends, contested
by primary beneficiaries of previous wills, nieces); Estate of Record, 534 A.2d 1319 (Me.
1987) (undue influence when testator leaves entire estate to distant relative, contested by
adopted son); Moore v. Smith, 582 A.2d 1237 (Md. 1990) (undue influence when testator
leaves remainder of entire estate to male housekeeper, contested by nephew who was previ-
ous beneficiary); Smith v. Estate of Harrison, 498 So. 2d 1231 (Miss. 1986) (undue influ-
ence when testator leaves all of his property to neighbors and friends, contested by sole
heir, adopted daughter); Jones v. Walker, 774 S.W.2d 532 (Mo. CL App. 1989) (undue
influence when testator leaves entire estate to business manager and his wife, contested by
sisters); Krischbaum v. Dillon, 567 N.E.2d 1291 (Ohio 1991) (two lower courts found no
undue influence before Supreme Court reversed and remanded, holding that presump-
tion of undue influence arises when testator devised entire estate to attorney and bank
officer, leaving out his nephews and sole heirs); Estate of Gerard v. Gerard, 911 P.2d 266
(Okla. 1995) (undue influence when testator devises entire estate to friends, contested by
disinherited wife); Matlock v. Simpson, 902 S.W.2d 384 (Tenn. 1995) (undue influence
when testator leaves entire estate, except some personal items, to nonrelative and attorney,
and completely disinherits children); Estate of Beal, 769 P.2d 150 (Okla. 1989) (undue
influence when testator leaves entire estate to live-in companion of eight years, contested
by beneficiary of other will that was also invalidated, so intestacy laws took effect).

But see Arnau v. Cochran, 361 S.E.2d 173 (Ga. 1987) (no undue influence when testa-
tor, a schizophrenic, leaves bulk of property to attorney and secretary he befriended, con-
tested by siblings, heirs); Estate of Walls, 561 N.E.2d 344 (Ill. App. Ct. 1990) (no undue
influence when testator leaves bulk of estate to predeceased wife's relatives, contested by
heirs who received bulk in previous will); Will of Adams, 529 So. 2d 611 (Miss. 1988) (no
undue influence when testator leaves entire estate to housekeeper, contested by sole bene-
ficiaries of previous will, testator's grandchildren); Estate of Luger, 797 P.2d 229 (Mont.
1990) (no undue influence when testator leaves entire estate to children's homes, con-
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was held by the court to have been unduly influenced, regardless
of the relationships between the involved parties, more female tes-
tators than male testators were determined to be victims of undue
influence.36 Furthermore, in those cases in this pool involving un-
related beneficiaries and contesting heirs, significantly more often
the unduly influenced testator was a woman. 7 A closer analysis of
the case law reveals that in will contests where the testator is fe-
male, more often courts subjectively interpret the evidence to find
the indicia of undue influence, effectively creating an irrebuttable
presumption.

tested by nephew); Estate of Ambers, 477 N.W.2d 218 (N.D. 1991) (no undue influence
when testator devises estate to his friends, contested by disinherited heirs, brothers' and
sisters' families); Estate of Gearin, 517 N.Y.S.2d 339 (N.Y. App. Div. 1987) (no undue influ-
ence when testator devises entire estate to woman and her daughter who were family
friends who cared for him, contested by sisters); Estate of McGurty, 151 Misc. 2d 42 (N.Y.
Sur. Ct. 1990) (no undue influence when testator leaves entire estate to Jesuit society,
contested by brother); Redman v. Watch Tower Bible and Trace Society of Pennsylvania,
630 N.E.2d 676 (Ohio 1994) (no undue influence when testator devises nearly all of estate
to church ofJehovah's Witnesses, contested by his sisters); Estate of Angier, 552 A.2d 1121
(Pa. Super. Ct. 1989) (no undue influence when testator leaves entire estate to male
friend, contested by sole beneficiary of previous will, daughter); Estate of Till, 458 N.W.2d
521 (S.D. 1990) (no undue influence when 91-year-old testator leaves nearly entire estate
to 22-year-old daughter of previous employer he bad befriended, contested by nieces and
nephews who received in previous will); Estate of Linnell, 388 N.W.2d 881 (S.D. 1986) (no
undue influence when testator leaves bulk of estate to sister-in-law's children, contested by
sister and heirs); Estate of Elam, 738 S.W.2d 169 (Tenn. 1987) (no undue influence when
testator leaves bulk of estate to foster son's wife and daughter, contested by primary benefi-
ciary of previous will, brother); Hoffmann v. Texas Commerce Bank Nat'l Ass'n, 846
S.W.2d 336 (Tex. Ct. App. 1992) (no undue influence when testator devises estate to Bank
and children's home, contested by heirs); Martin v. Phillips, 369 S.E.2d 397 (Va. 1988) (no
undue influence when testator leaves bulk of property to friends, contested by benefi-
ciaries of previous will, daughter and sister); Pace v. Richmond, 343 S.E.2d 59 (Va. 1986)
(no undue influence when testator devises all of his property to tenant, alleged mistress
and her husband, contested by sole beneficiaries of previous will, nephews); Estate of
Obra, 749 P.2d 272 (Wyo. 1988) (no undue influence when 'testator devises his property to
female friend who had been employer, contested by beneficiaries of previous will, family).

The following seven cases demonstrate that when a male testator leaves his estate to a
lover rather than family members, courts will most likely find no undue influence in an
ensuing will contest; see discussion infra Part II.A Estate of Sarabia, 270 Cal. Rptr. 560 (Cal.
Ct. App. 1990) (no undue influence when testator, a professional opera singer, leaves en-
tire estate to live-in male manager and lover, contested by brother); Coppock v. Carlson,
547 So. 2d 946 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1989) (no undue influence when testator leaves entire
estate to female companion, contested by sole heir, sister); Heinrich v. Silvemail, 500
N.E.2d 835 (Mass. App. Ct. 1986) (no undue influence when testator leaves bulk of estate
to female social worker he loved, contested by sole heirs, brother and niece); Estate of
Hague, 894 S.W.2d 684 (Mo. Ct. App. 1995) (no undue influence when testator devises
entire estate to cohabitant, disinheriting contesting children); Matter of Lamonica, 606
N.Y.S.2d 38 (N.Y. App. Div. 1993) (no undue influence when testator leaves entire estate to
romantic partner, disinheriting contesting daughter); Todd v. Woodard, 376 S.E.2d 276
(S.C. 1989) (no undue influence when testator leaves entire estate to female friend of 14
years and possible lover, contested by sole beneficiary of previous will, cousin); Reynolds v.
Day, 792 S.W.2d 924 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1990) (no undue influence when testator leaves bulk
of estate to alleged female lover and her family, contested by his heirs).

36 85 total: 49 women and 36 men.
37 For female testators, there was a 51.0% rate (25 out of 49 cases) whereas for male

testators, there was a 36.1% rate (13 out of 36).
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A. A woman's romantic relationship with a man is evidence of
suspicious circumstances and a confidential relationship,

giving rise to the presumption of undue influence

This phenomenon is quite apparent in contrasting cases
where the beneficiary is a romantic partner of the testator.3" In the
ten-year period from 1986 to 1995, there were seven cases in which
a female testator left the bulk of her estate to a lover, thereby disin-
heriting closely related family members. Similarly, there were
eight cases where a male testator disinherited close relatives in
favor of a lover.8 9 Remarkably, for the female testators, every single
will was invalidated; yet, for the male testators, every single will ex-
cept one was held valid despite the contested charge of undue influ-
ence. It is notable that in the single case where the male testator's
will was invalidated, the undue influence doctrine was incorrectly
applied.4"

Two opinions that demonstrate the inequity in application of
the undue influence doctrine are Knutsen v. Krippendoif and Estate
of Hague.42 In Knutsen, the testatrix disinherited her son in favor of
her cohabitant lover of over ten years;4' in Hague, the testator disin-
herited his children and grandchildren in favor of his cohabitant
lover of one year, whom he met within three months after the
death of his wife of many years.' The court in Knutsen denied
probate of the will largely on the grounds of a confidential rela-
tionship and suspicious circumstances, while the court in Hague up-

38 This analysis could be applied equally where the testator left the bulk of her estate to
her church, accountant, or other business relation. While the fiduciary standard, see supra
note 31, applies in such cases, it is entirely appropriate to consider that similar societal
stereotypes, as discussed further infra, are imposed upon testators in these cases when they
disinherit relatives in favor of nonrelatives. Statistical validation of this assumption yields a
rate of undue influence for female testators of 53.8% (7 out of 13 cases) versus a rate for
male testators of 37.5% (3 out of 8 cases). See cases cited supra notes 34-35.

39 There were very few opinions where it was possible to glean from the stated facts that
the beneficiary was a nonrelative, but not whether the beneficiary was a lover, of the testa-
tor. However, there was no statistical divergence in this lack of information between opin-
ions dealing with male testators or female testators. See cases cited supra notes 34-35.

40 See Estate of Beal, 769 P.2d 150 (Okla. 1989); see also supra note 35 (summarizing
facts of case). The testator's first will left his estate to Odesta, his live-in companion of
eight years, but his second will left his estate to his cousin. See Bea, 769 P.2d at 152. The
court invalidated the second will on the ground of improper execution, but then went on
to invalidate the first will as the product of undue influence. See id. at 151. To support this
finding, the higher court cited the lower court's original ruling that the testator, because
he had made a second will that revoked the first will, "decided in his own mind that he had
been the victim of undue influence by Odesta." Id. at 152. It is inconsistent to find that
the testator was capable of recognizing that he was a victim of undue influence and then to hold
that he was indeed unduly influenced.

41 862 P.2d 509 (Or. Ct. App. 1993).
42 894 S.W.2d 684 (Mo. Ct. App. 1995).
43 See Knutsen, 862 P.2d at 511.
44 See Hague, 894 S.W.2d at 684-87.
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held the will despite circumstances more easily interpreted as
suspect. 45

In Knutsen, the court's opinion begins by emphasizing the age
discrepancy between the testatrix, Mildred Smith, and her lover:
she "had been married three times"46 and at "age 76, moved from
Portland to Astoria. That same year, Arnold Krippendorf, then age
56, left his second wife and moved in with Smith. '4 7 In 1989, dur-
ing a four month hiatus in the relationship, Smith moved in with
her son and daughter-in-law, Earl Knutsen and Vanessa Shirts.48

The court related that "her daughter-in-law, a registered nurse,
gave Smith her prescribed medications. During this time, Smith
was increasingly confused and disorientated and, at times, had sig-
nificant problems with her memory."49 On April 3, 1989, Smith
was accompanied by her son and daughter-in-law to their attorney's
office, where she executed a new will devising her entire estate to
her son.5 0 This revoked a prior 1987 will that made specific be-
quests to family members and divided the residue among Krip-
pendorf, her son, and her daughter-in-law.5 ' Testimony adduced
at trial revealed that the testatrix complained that Krippendorf had
stolen from her and that she did not want to see or speak to him,
even though she had previously called him. 2 When she resumed
living with Krippendorf, the evidence at trial was that Smith "had
been unhappy living [with her son], that her son had stolen from
her," 5 and further that she said "she would not have survived an-
other week ... because of the medication her daughter-in-law was
giving her."54 On April 24, 1989, twenty-one days after her previ-
ously executed will, Smith executed her last will, which left her en-
tire estate to Krippendorf.-5 She died three years later.5 6

Given the facts of this case, Smith appeared prone to drastic
changes of attitude toward her loved ones, whether her son or her
lover, and to bouts of confusion toward the end of her life. But
aside from the twenty-one days between her April 3rd and April

45 Both courts had reversed lower courtjudgments. In Hague, there was a jury verdict.
See id. at 685. In Knutsen, the opinion does not state whether the trial was byjudge or jury.

46 Knutsen, 862 P.2d at 511.
47 Id.
48 See id. at 512.
49 Id
50 See i& at 513.
51 See id. at 512-13, 517.
52 See i&t at 512.
53 Id- at 515.
54 It at 514.
55 See iat at 514-15.
56 See id. at 515.
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24th wills, the testatrix for eight years (198457 until her death in
1992) chose to remember in her will the man she had lived with
for over ten years "as if they were married.""8 Nevertheless, the
court interpreted the evidence in favor of her son.

The court found that a confidential relationship, along with
seven of the "factors of importance"5 9 to consider in finding suspi-
cious circumstances surrounding the making of a will, existed be-
tween Smith and Krippendorf, and so invalidated her last will and
probated the April 3rd will. The subjective interpretation of these
legal devices is apparent upon examination. The court found the
first factor of suspicious circumstances despite a private meeting
between the testatrix and her attorney to discuss the contents of
her will. This was based upon Krippendorf making the appoint-
ment and escorting her to the attorney's office: "Krippendorf did
participate, at least to some extent, in the procurement of the
will." °6 0 The court glossed over the fact that her previous wills pro-
vided for Krippendorf, and that the April 3rd will that it revoked
was prepared not only after months of medication but with argua-
bly more participation by the beneficiaries, her son and daughter-
in-law, who accompanied her to their attorney's office. 6 In fact,
the court determined that the second factor, lack of independent
advice, existed to invalidate the April 24th will, but did not make
this same connection with the April 3rd will.

As to the fourth factor, an unexplained change in the testa-
tor's attitude toward those for whom she had previously shown af-
fection, the court stated that "[a]lthough the quality of Smith's
relationship with her children may have fluctuated over the years,
we find it significant that Smith's attitude toward Knutsen changed
so quickly and so radically after she stayed with Krippendorf. '6 2 In-
terestingly, the court failed to interpret the drastic change (while

57 Smith executed a 1984 will where she made bequests to family members and to Krip-
pendorf, and then divided the residue so that her son and daughter-in-law each received
45% and Krippendorf received 10%. See id. at 516-17. The devise to her son, however,
would lapse if he predeceased his mother or was still married to his wife at Smith's death.
See i& at 517 n.4.

58 ML at 511.
59 Id. at 516 (quoting In reReddaway's Estate, 329 P.2d 886, 891 (1958)). These factors

are 1) participation by the beneficiary in the preparation or execution of the will, 2) lack
of independent advice in preparing the will, 3) secrecy and haste surrounding the making
of the will, 4) an unexplained change in the testator's attitude toward those for whom she
previously expressed affection, 5) a change in the testator's plan for disposing of her prop-
erty, 6) an unnatural or unjust gift, and 7) the testator's susceptibility to influence. See id.
at 516-17.

60 Id at 516.
61 See supra notes 48-50 and accompanying text.
62 Knutsen v. Krippendorf, 862 P.2d 509, 516 (Or. Ct. App. 1993).
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she was living with her son) of Smith's attitude toward her lover,
Krippendorf, in a light indicating possible suspicion surrounding
the making of the April 3rd will. This will revoked her previous
bequest to her lover entirely and devised her estate to her son and
daughter-in-law.

Instead, the court used evidence of Smith's various changes in
attitude to find that a confidential relationship existed only be-
tween Smith and Krippendorf: "The drastic change in Smith's atti-
tude toward Krippendorf and toward her son . .. is indicative of
[Krippendorf's] dominance. '"63 The opinion stated:

Although the evidence suggests that Smith was a "strong-willed"
person, a finding of dominance does not require evidence that
an authoritative, controlling person bullied or directed the ac-
tions of a subservient one. Dominance can be expressed more
subtly, such as by suggestion or persuasion or by fostering a
sense of need and dependence. 64

The court failed to consider whether Smith's change in attitude
toward her son after leaving his home was indicative of domination
by her son and daughter-in-law during the time she lived with them
and made the April 3rd will, particularly since Smith received med-
ication from her daughter-in-law while in their home. Signifi-
candy, the court decided that the final factor of suspicious
circumstances, the testator's susceptibility to influence, "is a factor
we find quite persuasive.... [11n the few weeks around the time of
the ... execution of the contested will, Smith was physically ill, on
medication, confused, disoriented, and suffering from memory
loss."65 This was the same few weeks "surrounding" the execution
of April 3rd will, but nevertheless the court probated this will.

The court in Knutsen could have interpreted the evidence to
determine that the April 3rd will was procured by undue influence,
and surrounded by suspicious circumstances. The court failed to
consider that this will was in effect for only twenty-one days,
whereas Smith's previous wills and the April 24th will were each in
effect for several years. Given these facts, perhaps Smith really did
not intend to make the gift contained in the April 3rd will, and
instead wanted her final will to reflect her wishes consistent with
her previous wills of 1984 and 1987. In fact, Smith never changed
her April 24th will during the three years preceding her death, yet

63 Id. at 515 (emphasis added).
64 Id
65 Id at 517.
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the court interpreted her failure to change this instrument as Krip-
pendorf's "dominance" over Smith.66

The facts indicate that Krippendorf cared for Smith during
her recuperation from two hip replacements and two cataract op-
erations between 1981 and 1987,67 and again cared for her from
1989 until her death. Rather than interpret Krippendorf's actions
as expressions of love and care for Smith, the court determined he
was "fostering a sense of need and dependence."68  Similarly,
rather than considering Smith's will as a natural expression of love
for and gratitude to her lover, the court concluded she did not
really wish to leave anything to him but was dominated by him:
"[A] n apparently unfair gift, such as one that disregards the natu-
ral objects of the testator's bounty, is an indication of undue influ-
ence."69 In finding the existence of this sixth stated factor of
suspicious circumstances, one as ripe for subjective interpretation
as any other, the court determined that the devise of Smith's estate
to Krippendorf was an unnatural gift to her lover and unfair to her
adult son.70

Like Knutsen, in the majority of cases where a female testator
disinherits relatives in favor of a nonrelative, 71 and particularly a
male companion,72 courts interpret ambiguous circumstances as
suspicious in order to find a confidential relationship. This class of
cases markedly contrasts with those such as Hague,73 in which a
male testator disinherits relatives in favor of a lover.74 In Hague,
confidential relationships and suspicious circumstances were never
once mentioned throughout the court's opinion. Rather, the ex-
treme circumstances evidenced in this case were not held as suffi-
cient to invalidate the testator's will.

66 See id. at 515 (stating that the court held that "[tihe drastic change in Smith's atti-
tude toward Krippendorf and to her son during the course of [one] weekend... spent
with Krippendorf [was] indicative of that dominance," instead of observing that this will
was effective for three years while Smith was alive).

67 See id at 511.
68 See supra text accompanying note 64.
69 Knutsen v. Krippendorf, 862 P.2d 509, 517 (Or. Ct. App. 1993).
70 See id.
71 See cases cited supra note 34 and accompanying text.
72 See Estate of McCoy, 844 P.2d 1131 (Alaska 1993); Ahlman v. Wolf, 483 So. 2d 889

(Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1986); Smith v. Chatfield, 745 S.W.2d 199 (Mo. Ct. App. 1987); Matter
of Delorey, 529 N.Y.S.2d 153 (N.Y. App. Div. 1988); Estate of Lakatosh, 656 A.2d 1378 (Pa.
Super. Ct. 1995); Gaines v. Frawley, 739 S.W.2d 950 (Tex. Ct. App. 1987). See supra note
34.

73 See cases cited supra note 35 and accompanying text.
74 See Estate of Sarabia, 270 Cal. Rptr. 560 (Cal. Ct. App. 1990); Coppock v. Carlson,

547 So. 2d 946 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1989); Heinrich v. Silvernail, 500 N.E.2d 835 (Mass.
App. Ct. 1986); Matter of Lamonica, 606 N.Y.S.2d 38 (N.Y. App. Div. 1993); Todd v. Wood-
ard, 376 S.E.2d 276 (S.C. 1989); Reynolds v. Day, 792 S.W.2d 924 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1990).
See supra note 35.
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just as the Knutsen court failed to ascribe significance to the
length of the relationship between the testatrix and her lover, the
Hague court failed to draw attention to the discrepancy between
the duration of the testator's marriage and that of the relationship
with his lover.75 The court did not state how many years the testa-
tor, Richard Hague, was married to his deceased wife before she
died, but related that he and his wife had four children7 6 as well as
grandchildren.77 Presumably, they were married long enough for
their children to marry and have children, perhaps at least twenty
years. At the time the testator's wife died from cancer, he too was
diagnosed with cancer and became despondent, believing his dis-
ease was fatal.7' His wife died on July 13, 1991, fifteen months
before he did.79 The evidence indicated that he behaved un-
characteristically after his wife's death, including angrily stopping
an auction, not paying bills scrupulously, ° and proposing a sexual
liaison between himself and his sister-in-law.8 ' Despite the exist-
ence of these facts, the court did not determine that the testator
was susceptible to undue influence.

Three months after his wife's death, in October 1991, the tes-
tator met Faith MacArthur.12 Three months later, in January 1992,
MacArthur moved in with the testator and he executed a will that
gave her "all the personal property located within his residence
and all the assets of his antique business, [and] . . . the right to
occupy his house for one year after his death. The balance of his
estate he left to his eldest son.... The other three children he left
$1.00 each." 3 Yet three months later, on April 29, 1992, the testa-
tor made a new will leaving his entire estate to his lover of a mere
six months.8 4 He died six months later in October 1992.85 There
is no mention in the opinion of previous wills, but after the diagno-
sis of his cancer the testator sold most of his tangible personal
property and assets, and distributed the bulk of the proceeds
among three of his children.86

75 See supra text accompanying note 24. The length of the relationship between the
testator and the beneficiary is one of the factors generally applied to determine undue
influence.

76 See Estate of Hague, 894 S.W.2d 684, 685 (Mo. Ct. App. 1995).
77 See id. at 686.
78 See id at 685.
79 See id at 687.
80 See id at 686.
81 See id. at 687.
82 See id at 686.
83 Id at 687.
84 See id&
85 See id.
86 The fourth child, a son, was in prison and did not receive anything. See id. at 686.
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His children contested the testator's last will, by attempting to
establish "that Richard was under Faith's domination." 7 In re-
sponse, the court simply observed:

We remind ourselves that neitherjudge norjury may make a will
for the decedent. If he had the mental capacity to make a will,
and if he made it of his own volition, so that it may be said to be
his will and not that of another, then it is not our place to pass
judgment on his motives, or his wisdom in making the will he
made, nor to substitute our own judgment for his. One has the
right to do as one pleases with what is his.88

The court later stated that "[a] nother person than he might have
placed a different assessment on the relative claims of the children
and Faith. But Richard made his judgment by his own lights, and it
was his to make. ' 9

The court acknowledged, but failed to analyze, any of the evi-
dence presented to prove the indicia of undue influence. The tes-
tator's daughter said that "her father came to her house crying
because Faith 'was threatening to leave him all the time."'90 An-
other witness "testified to Faith's ordering Richard about in a per-
emptory manner, and to his docile submission. At one time,
Richard lamented he could do nothing to please Faith. When the
friend asked Richard why he didn't kick her out, Richard said she
would have no place to go."9' While the court on the one hand
said that after meeting Faith MacArthur, the testator "took a new
lease on life," it also stated that according to friends and family
members, "he became increasingly 'argumentative' with people."92

The court also added that "Richard's relationship with his children
deteriorated.... More and more, as time passed, he withdrew from
his children and grandchildren, although the family had always
been a closeknit family."" Despite this evidence and the haste sur-
rounding not only his entering the relationship but also the prepa-
ration of his wills (one of the seven factors of suspicious
circumstances underscored in Knutsen9 4), the court conspicuously
failed to mention the words "confidential" or "suspicious."

87 Id. at 687.
88 Id
89 Id. at 688.
90 Id at 687.
91 Id.
92 Id. at 686.
93 Id.
94 See supra note 59.
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The Hague court actually reversed a jury finding that the will
was the product of undue influence,9 5 yet the words "undue influ-
ence" were merely defined in a manner that was disconnected
from the testator. The court stated that "we are unable to find in
this record that Faith MacArthur exercised any undue influence
upon the decedent to get him to make this will in her favor. Un-
due influence is 'such influence as amounts to force, coercion, or
overpersuasion, which destroys the free mind of the testator."'' 6

Compare this definition to that in Knutsen: "Definitions of undue
influence couched in terms of the testator's freedom of will ...
invite us to think in terms of coercion and duress, when the em-
phasis should be on the unfairness of the advantage which is
reaped,"97 and "coercion is not a necessary prerequisite to a find-
ing of undue influence."98 Furthermore, the Missouri Court of Ap-
peals chose to ignore a definition of undue influence it had relied
upon in a previous opinion,99 and instead listed the elements as
(1) a fiduciary relationship between the beneficiary and the testa-
tor, (2) the existence of a substantial benefit to the fiduciary, and
(3) activity by which the beneficiary caused or assisted in causing
the execution of the will. 10 The court then discussed the absence
of the third element, but failed to address the first two elements.
Apparently, this court chose, incorrectly, to apply a fiduciary stan-
dard'' in determining that Faith MacArthur did not exert undue
influence upon Richard Hague.

This case is representative of those cases involving male testa-
tors who choose to leave their estates to their lovers.1 2 Courts re-
lieve the beneficiary of the burden of disproving undue influence.
The courts achieve this by failing to recognize evidence of the vari-
ous indicia that traditionally define this doctrine, most particularly
a confidential relationship and suspicious circumstances. Con-
versely, the burden of proof, often not just the burden of produc-

95 See Estate of Hague, 894 S.W.2d 684, 685 (Mo. Ct. App. 1995).
96 Id. at 687 (quoting Wilhoit v. Fite, 341 S.W.2d 806, 813 (Mo. 1960)).
97 Knutsen v. Krippendorf, 862 P.2d 509, 518 (Or. Ct. App. 1993) (quoting In re Red-

daway's Estate, 329 P.2d 886, 890 (1958) (citation omitted)).
98 Id. at 517.
99 See Needels v. Roberts, 879 S.W.2d 550, 554 (Mo. Ct. App. 1994) (stating that the

four basic elements to show undue influence are (1) an influenceable testator, (2) the
influencer had an opportunity to influence unduly, (3) the influencer had a motive and
disposition to exert undue influence, and (4) the influence produced a result. (citing 5
FRANcis M. HANNA AND JOHN A. BORRON, JR., MISSOURI PRACTICE: PROBATE LAW AND PRAC.
TIcE § 123 (2d ed. 1988))); see also discussion of case infra text accompanying notes 122-26.

100 See Hague, 894 S.W.2d at 687 (citing Morse v. Volz, 808 S.W.2d 424, 432 (Mo. Ct. App.
1991)).

101 See supra note 31.
102 See cases cited supra note 35.
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tion but also that of persuasion, shifts to the beneficiary when a
female testator disinherits her relatives in her companion's
favor.10 3 The evidence in these situations, often minimal and
nearly always ambiguous, is construed so as to find the indicia of
undue influence.

Neither judges nor jurors can ignore their personal values in
determining whether the factors of undue influence exist in any
given situation. Why is a woman in a ten-year relationship more
susceptible to undue influence than is a man, who recently lost his
wife of over twenty years, by his lover of six months? What
processes of analysis are utilized to determine that a woman's
choice to disinherit her family and devise her estate to her lover is
unnatural and unjust but a man's similar choice represents the ex-
ercise of freedom of will? Why is one relationship more suspect
than the other? Surely the answers are not obvious truths but a
matter of personal judgment. However, the courts have encapsu-
lated the answers in the doctrine of undue influence. When the
answers constitute a legal doctrine, they cannot escape the imposi-
tion of the normative values and stereotypes of society.

In the discussed cases,' 0 4 the female testator was deemed sus-
ceptible to influence and therefore in need of the court's protec-
tion, consistent with a classic stereotype of the female as helpless
and dependent; and the male testator was typecast as autonomous
and rightfully self-interested, consistent with a classic male stereo-
type. In this class of cases, these appear to be the prevailing
gendered categorizations, but even when male testators are found
to be unduly influenced by women, gender stereotypes persist.

B. Even in those cases where a man is found to have been unduly
influenced by a woman, courts apply the undue influence

doctrine to uphold the male autonomy stereotype and
another gendered classiflcation of female

There exists a separate class of cases where a male testator is
determined more prone to undue influence by a female: when he
chooses to leave the bulk of his estate to his second wife and ex-
cludes his children from his first marriage. 1 5 Although the major-

1o See cases cited supra note 34.
104 See supra notes 32-35.
105 These cases raise a separate inquiry from those where a male testator disinherits his

family in favor of a nonrelative, and are not conducive to a similar statistical comparison.
The socially sanctioned marriage with the second wife deems her to be part of the testa-
tor's family, thus one set of traditional beneficiaries must inevitably lose to another. There-
fore, the determination of undue influence in these cases often depends upon a variety of
factors including, but not limited to: the age discrepancy between the testator and his
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ity of courts" 6  hold that the spousal relationship is not
"confidential" for the purposes of finding undue influence, the ex-
ception to this rule occurs in the context of second wives. As stated
by Madoff:

[M]any courts take the position that as a matter of law, there is
no such thing as a confidential relationship between a husband
and a wife. For those states that do recognize the possibility of a
confidential relationship between a husband and a wife, the ap-
plication of the rule is generally limited to second marriages
where children from the first marriage are disinherited. More-
over, in the spousal situation, greater proof of undue influence
is required because of courts' determination that a person "nat-
urally" has influence over his or her spouse.10 7

This Note now focuses on these cases solely for the purpose of ex-
posing how courts characterize the female differently when they
determine that she exerted undue influence over the testator: a
wife, although traditionally a natural object of bounty, 08 is never-
theless subject to the doctrine of undue influence's gendered
classifications.

In Van Marter v. Van Marter,109 the Oregon Court of Appeals 10

held that material factual issues existed as to whether the testator
executed his will under undue influence, and so reversed the lower
court's summary judgment in favor of the second wife of the testa-
tor and remanded the case."' The testator "successfully managed
an insurance business and participated in community affairs" in
Heppner, Oregon from 1941 to 1986.112 His wife died in 1985 and

second wife, the relative durations of the first and second marriages, whether the second
marriage yielded children, the ages of the children involved, whether any provisions were
made for the first wife and children. See cases cited infra notes 109-28 and accompanying
text; Madoff, supra note 17, at 585-86 nn.40-46 (collecting cases).

106 See Thornley, supra note 30, at 521 & nn.67-68 ("There is one stark exception to
th[e] expansive definition of a confidential relationship: courts rarely find that spousal
relationships are confidential, despite the fact that equal levels of dependency may exist in
marital and nonmarital relationships.") (collecting cases).

107 Madoff, supra note 17, at 602 (citations omitted).
108 See discussion supra Part I; see also Madoff, supra note 17, at 601-07 (exploring the

dichotomy in the undue influence doctrine between "natural bequests" and "confidential
relationships," showing that relationships between blood relatives and spouses are rarely
interpreted as "confidential").

109 882 P.2d 134 (Or. Ct. App. 1994).
110 Compare this same court's invalidation of the will in Knutsen v. Krippendorf 862 P.2d

509 (Or. Ct. App. 1993), supra text accompanying notes 43-70, where the focus was on the
female testator's predisposition to susceptibility. Here, the court focused on the female's
machinations.

I See Van Marter, 882 P.2d at 136.
112 Id.
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two years later he married the proponent of his last will, with whom
he moved to Portland."'

The will in question devised one-half of his residuary estate to
his second wife, one-quarter to his son, and divided one-quarter
between two grandchildren." 4 The testator's children contested
this will, contending that the wife "'got' testator to marry her,
drove a wedge between his children and him, prevailed on him to
make a will that eliminated two of his children and drastically re-
duced the inheritance of the third, and, as a result of her machina-
tions, ended up with almost the entire estate."" 5

In determining whether the evidence gave rise to a presump-
tion of undue influence, the court relied upon the seven factors" 6

of suspicious circumstances as well as the possible existence of a
confidential relationship between the testator and his wife. In sup-
port of the presumption, the contestants to the will asserted "that a
relationship between a husband and wife is a confidential relation-
ship.""' Conversely, the proponent argued that "the characteriza-
tion of a particular relationship . . . for purposes of an undue
influence claim depends not on some categorical taxonomy... but
on the nature and dynamic of a given relationship." 8 The court
then concluded:

We need not choose between the parties' contending defini-
tions of "confidential relationship" because, even under [propo-
nent's] approach, there are material factual disputes here as to
the nature of respondent's relationship with testator. [Contes-
tants] presented evidence that respondent started caring for tes-
tator after he had lost his wife of almost 40 years, that uvo weeks
after their marriage the couple moved from Heppner where tes-
tator had spent his adult life, and that respondent intefered with
the efforts of testator's children to continue a relationship with
him." 9

Although confidential relationships are rarely found between
spouses, the Van Matter court implicitly acknowledged that this par-
ticular spousal relationship was of a confidential nature so as to
presume undue influence: the court not only failed to reject the
contestants' assertion that the relationship was confidential, but it

113 See id.
114 See id
115 Id,
116 See id- at 137. These factors are identical to those defined previously, supra note 59,

in Knutsen v. Krippendorf, 862 P.2d 509 (Or. Ct. App. 1993).
117 Van Marter v. Van Marter, 882 P.2d 134, 137 (Or. Ct. App. 1994).
118 Id.
119 IM. at 137-38 (emphasis added).
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also took notice of the contestants' claims regarding the "machina-
tions" of the testator's wife. In this context, the court allowed em-
phasis to be placed upon the alleged female influencer's care of
her husband and her role in the newlyweds' decision to move to a
new city, as manipulative behavior. At the same time, the testator's
possible susceptibility to influence was kept in the background,
suggesting that he was not so much influenced as he was deceived.

Similarly, in Estate of Riley,120 the Texas Court of Appeals af-
firmed the lower court's judgment that the testator's will was pro-
cured through his second wife's undue influence:

After Raymond Riley's first wife died, he married Virginia, a sev-
eral-time divorcee, who, at forty-one, was almost thirty years his
junior. With his remarriage, Raymond's relationship with his
children, previously amicable and close, deteriorated rapidly,
due, Virginia claims, to the children's disapproval of the mar-
riage, or, as the opponents claim, to Virginia's manipulation of
their father. Only a few months after his remarriage, Raymond
suffered a heart attack and required major surgery.... The rec-
ord shows that Virginia obtained a preprinted "will kit" the day
before Raymond's surgery.... Virginia's manipulation of events so
that the predetermined will kit would be used is a clear indication of the
exertion of undue influence which subverted the true will of the
testator.'

21

Like the Van Marter court, this court's focus on the alleged "manip-
ulations" of the testator's second wife resulted in de-emphasizing
any possible weakness or susceptibility of the male testator.

These characterizations of the male and female were again up-
held in Needels v. Roberts,122 where the testator married his second
wife three years after his first wife divorced him.12' Before and af-
ter the divorce, the testator attempted suicide due to his "fear of
divorce."' 24 In determining that his second wife unduly influenced
him to disinherit his children, the court conceded that the testator
was influenceable because "[a]lIthough he was a veterinarian and
experienced in business matters, he demonstrated an intense fear
of divorce."'1 25 The court's sympathy for the apparently otherwise
independent and unconstrained testator is exposed by its state-
ment that "[a]s his wife, Wanda Needels had opportunity to influ-

120 824 S.W.2d 305 (Tex. Ct. App. 1992).
121 Id. at 306-07 (emphasis added).
122 879 S.W.2d 550 (Mo. Ct. App. 1994).
123 See ia at 551.
124 Id.
125 Id at 554.

126 [Vol. 4:105
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ence Orval Needels. As a longtime family friend, she was aware of
his attempted suicides and the emotional trauma his divorce had
caused him.' '1 26

Thus, this court also effectively preserved the perceived auton-
omy12 7 of the wrongly influenced male by ascribing the role of self-
serving female to the undue influencer. In fact, when courts attri-
bute the indicia of the undue influence doctrine to the female ben-
eficiary, overwhelmingly the female's actions are shaped to fit into
the mold of a "designing woman. "128

III. THE CASE LAW REINFORCES AND REFLECTS CLAssic
GENDER ROLES

The gendered categorizations revealed through analysis of the
case law on the issue of undue influence are not singular to this
doctrine.129  Typically, men are perceived as independent and
properly self-interested, whereas women fall into two categories:
dependent and selfless, even to a fault, and therefore in need of
protection; or conversely, independent and selfish, thus threaten-
ing to male autonomy. 30 The social and cultural strength of these
classic gender roles becomes apparent upon exploring how they
pervade many other aspects of the law.

For example, in examining contract law, Mary Louise Fel-
lows' 31 reveals that "courts are sometimes uneasy about resting on

126 /d at 555.
127 Note that this same court also upheld male autonomy in Estate of Hague, 894 S.W.2d

684 (Mo. Ct. App. 1995), supra discussion Part IIA.
128 See, e.g., Boehm v. Allen, 506 N.W.2d 781 (Iowa Ct. App. 1993) (holding that finan-

cial activities of second wife after death of testator as well as testimony that she stayed in the
marriage because of money, notwithstanding 17 years of marriage to testator, evidenced
her undue influence over her husband); Estate of Villwok, 413 N.W.2d 921, 925 (Neb.
1987) (finding that second wife of 13 years unduly influenced her husband due to her
"concerted effort" to be present whenever daughters of testator visited, her alleged inhos-
pitality, and her refusal to accept dinner invitations); McKee v. Stoddard, 780 P.2d 736, 738
(Or. Ct. App. 1989) (second wife of nine years, called a "gold digger," unduly influenced
husband due to confidential relationship and suspicious circumstances including involve-
ment in preparation of will, her failure to seek independent advice for her husband, and
her alleged smugness toward stepchildren); Estate of Cooper, 506 A.2d 451, 452 (Pa.
Super. Ct. 1986) (second wife of at least 30 years, because she was "shining star" of her
husband, a man of "unsurpassed business acumen" who suffered a stroke in 1958, and
because she "had a strong hand in family affairs," unduly influenced her husband in mak-
ing his will).

129 See, e.g., Carol Smart, The Woman of Legal Discourse, 1 Soc. & LEGAL STUD. 29 (1992).
See generally KAREN DECRow, SExIST JuSTicE (1974); DEBORAH L. RHODE, JUSTcE AND GEN-
DER (1989).

130 These images are commonly reflected in the juxtaposition of Madonna and whore.
See, e.g., ArNNmrE KUHN, THE POWER OF THE IMAGE: ESSAYS ON REPRESENTATION AND SEXUAL-
try 6 (1985).

'31 See Mary Louise Fellows, His to Give; His to Receive; Hers to Trust: A Response to Carol M.
Rose 44 FLA. L. Rxv. 329 (1992).
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doctrinal logic and manipulate the doctrine or develop other dissi-
dent doctrine to avoid the prescribed results"" 2 and thus preserve
"stereotypical expectations" x"3 of "the selfless and nurturing role
accorded women"' 34 and the rightfully self-interested, uncon-
strained male.135 In the area of employment discrimination, Mary
Joe Frug3 6 analyzes the expert witness testimony of two feminist
historians in EEOC v. Sears, Roebuck & Co.'3 7 to reveal "that women
conform to one of two particular, yet quite different, images....
[W] omen have a unique, feminine identity which should be pro-
tected and preserved... [or] the identity of women is constructed
by and in relation to men,"138 which is to say, in competition with
men. Furthermore, "[t]he stereotypical masculine image com-
monly associated with [traits of aggression, motivation, leadership]
in our gender culture is... an individual accustomed to winning
confrontations under challenging conditions."3 9 Frug states that
"[i] t is not surprising that the court selected the image of a 'typical'
woman which let the nation's largest civilian employer of women
off the hook.... Why would we want to encourage women to be-
come like that sort of man?' 40 These gendered categorizations
are further revealed in other areas of the law, including the law

132 IdL at 331.
133 Id at 339.
'34 Ia at 342-43.
135 See id. at 332-43. For example, a daughter is expected to continue to care for her

mother to her detriment whereas "a son is not expected to care for his mother to his
financial detriment." 1aL at 341. Also, despite earning a salary nearly four times greater
than that of his ex-wife, a court that did not uphold a father's written promise (to pay for
his son's education) to his ex-wife "enabled this father to say 'no' politely to a request to
plan for his son's college education." Id. at 333.
136 See MaryJoe Frug, Sexual Equality and Sexual Difference in American Law, 26 NEw ENG.

L. REv. 665 (Spring 1992).
'37 628 F. Supp 1264 (N.D. Ill. 1986), affd, 839 F.2d 302 (7th Cir. 1988). The Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission brought a Title VII sex discrimination suit against
employer, Sears, Roebuck & Co. The EEOC alleged that the employer engaged in a na-
tionwide pattern or practice of sex discrimination i) by failing to hire female applicants for
commission selling on the same basis as male applicants, ii) by failing to promote female
noncommission sales persons into commission sales on the same basis as it promoted male
noncommission sales persons, or iii) by paying female salaried employees in certain job
categories less than similarly situated male employees. See id. A 10-month trial ensued
wherein statistics comprised a substantial portion of the extensive evidence. See id. at 1278.
The court evaluated the statistical evidence against testimony of nonstatistical witnesses
(such as employees, feminist historians, employers) and statistical experts. The nonstatisti-
cal testimony was weighted equally with the statistical expert testimony. See id, at 1278 n.2.
The court found that the EEOC failed to establish a prima facie case that the three alleged
discriminatory policies existed. See id, at 1276.

138 Frug, supra note 136, at 678.
'39 Ia at 679.
140 1d. at 678-79.
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and literature field, 4' the abortion debate, 142 criminal law,143 and
family law. 44

Diane Otto examines Australian and English case law to reveal
how women's subordination is tacitly constructed in the guise of
equality by the doctrines of unconscionability and undue influ-
ence. 145 She focuses on inter vivos transfers and contractual ar-
rangements in husband-wife relationships, asserting that the
application of these doctrines "fix women in the classic, well-worn
stereotypes of 'good' and 'bad.' The good women are silent, com-
pliant and stand behind their men.... The 'bad' women are char-
acterized as relatively autonomous, and as having questionable
relationships with men whom they exploit."146 These categories
are mirrored by those revealed in this Note's analysis of American
case law dealing with the undue influence doctrine. The court in
Knutsen v. Krippendor]'47 molded the evidence to paint an emo-
tional, dependent, and indecisive woman in need of protection:
"Smith was physically ill, on medication, confused, disoriented and
suffering from memory loss. Both sides testified that she was afraid
to be left alone." 48 The court went so far as to state that "[t] he
focus is not on the testator's freedom of will... [regarding] It]he
principle underlying the doctrine of undue influence" but on the
"unfair advantage" reaped by the beneficiary in the bequest to
him.' 49 In such cases, the law perceives the female as child-like and
guards her from her naive beneficence, at the expense of her testa-
mentary freedom.15 0

Conversely, for the male testator the case law shapes the evi-
dence to yield an independent, capable man, thus preserving his

141 See, e.g., Teree E. Foster, But is it Law? Using Literature to Penetrate Societal Representa-
tions of Women, 43J. LEGAL EDUC. 133 (1993) (an account of the educational importance of
the author's law school course concerning the interrelationships between law, women's
societal status, and literary origins of societal representations of women).

142 See, e.g., Sherry F. Colb, Words that Deny, Devalue, and Punish: Judicial Responses to Fetus-
Envy?, 72 B.U. L. REv. 101 (March 1992) (a discussion of how judicial rhetoric perpetuates
disempowering images of women and enforces male hegemony through gender
taxonomy).

143 See KAREN DECRow, SEXISTJUSTICE 185-222 (1974); DEBORAH L. RHODE, JUSTICE AND
GENDER 237-63 (1989).

144 See, e.g., Nancy E. Dowd, Stigmatizing Single Parents, 18 HARv. WOMEN'S L.J. 19 (Spring
1995) (a discussion of how law employs societal justifications, including moral, religious
and gender stereotypes, to stigmatize single mothers).

'45 See Diane Otto, A Barren Future, Equity's Conscience and Women's Inequality, 18 MEL-
BOURNE L. Rxv. 808 (1992).

146 Id. at 823-24.
147 862 P.2d 509 (Or. Ct. App. 1993). See supra text accompanying notes 43-70.
148 Id. at 517.
149 Id,
150 See note 34 and accompanying text. See generally discussion supra Part H.A.
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freedom. 5' In Estate of Hague,5 2 despite the testator's despon-
dency over his wife's death and his own cancer diagnosis, his un-
characteristic and temperamental behavior, and his "crying" over
his relationship with his beneficiary, the court concluded that
"[n]one of the evidence lends any support to the verdict, and in
fact supports the hypothesis that Richard was intelligent, strong-
minded and independent."'53 Moreover, the male's role as an in-
dependent adult is kept intact even when he is deemed unduly in-
fluenced by a woman; his autonomy is preserved by painting the
female influencer as an untrustworthy deceiver. Thus, the male's
intelligence and capability are maintained by the understanding
that he was somehow duped. The case law examined regarding
second wives revealed this phenomenon.5 4 In these cases, the
courts were careful to point out the business and financial acumen
of the male testators before finding that their second wives unduly
influenced them through manipulation'55 or machinations.15 6

Certainly, whether a testator is male or female, testamentary
freedom is denied when a court finds undue influence and invali-
dates his or her will. The significant disparity between their treat-
ment lies in the interpretation of the particular circumstances:
despite a loss of testamentary freedom to both genders, the courts
safeguard the men's personal individuality whereas they subvert
the women's in the guise of protection. The independent, intelli-
gent female is denounced. Instead, the prescribed female traits are
dependence, selfless generosity, and need of protection. As stated
by Diane Otto, "[e]quitable constructions of equality exclude the
recognition of women's gendered experience and interests,
thereby sanctifying male self-interest." 57 The consequences of
these representations of male and female become more apparent
when examining the role of language and law in society.

IV. LANGUAGE AND LAW ARE POWERFUL CULTURAL TooLs

Society's values are encapsulated not only by the law, but by
language, both powerful cultural tools:

Law and the images of societal organizations reflected and rein-
forced in law are important devices in the imposition and per-

151 See note 35 and accompanying text. See generally discussion supra Part IIA.
152 894 S.W.2d 684 (Mo. Ct. App. 1995). See supra text accompanying notes 73-101.
153 Id at 688.
154 See note 128 and accompanying text. See generally discussion supra Part II.B.
155 See supra text accompanying notes 120-21.
156 See supra text accompanying notes 109, 112, 115, 119.
157 Otto, supra note 145, at 823.
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petuation of generalized societal norms. The relationship
between dominant ideology and law is suggested in the
processes of generation and interpretation of specific legal rules
- in the creation of legal rhetoric. As lawgivers create and in-
terpret law they also articulate, define, and shape the perceived
interest of the larger society. 158

James Boyd White1" 9 suggests that "law is most usefully seen... as a
branch of rhetoric... [which is] the central art by which commu-
nity and culture are established, maintained, and transformed."160

Thus, the language of the community and culture are synonymous
with the language of the law. White states:

[T]he judicial opinion, often thought to be the paradigmatic
form of legal expression, might be far more accurately and
richly understood if it were seen not as a bureaucratic expres-
sion of ends-means rationality but as a statement by an individ-
ual mind or a group of individual minds exercising their
responsibility to decide a case as well as they can and to deter-
mine what it shall mean in the language of the culture.'61

Furthermore, he states that "[i] t is the role of the jury to insist
upon the ultimate translatability of law into the common language
of the culture."'62 Thus, according to White and a number of legal
commentators, 163 "[1] egal rhetoric, like rhetoric generally, deter-
mines not just how we say what we say, but what it is that we say -
how we see the world, how we think about it and explain it, how we
conceive of ourselves and others and our relationships with
others."164

When rhetoric and law mirror society, they also perpetuate the
associated constraints that society may impose upon its members.
As Debora Threedy explains, "[law also shares with rhetoric the
attribute of simultaneously focusing and limiting understand-
ing.' 165 In the context of gender stereotypes, it has been shown

158 Martha Albertson Fineman, Our Sacred Institution: The Ideal of the Family in American
Law and Society, 1993 UTAH L. REv. 387, 387 (1993).

159 SeeJames Boyd White, Law as Rhetoric, Rhetoric as Law: The Arts of Cultural and Commu-
nal Life, 52 U. CHI. L. REV. 684 (1985).

160 Id. at 684.
161 Id. at 697.
162 Id
163 See, e.g., JAMES B. WHITE, HERAcLEs' Bow: ESSAYS ON THE RHETORIC AND POETICS OF

THE LAW (1985); Linda Levine and Kurt M. Sanders, Thinking Like a Rhetor, 43J. LEGAL
EDUC. 108 (1993); Gerald Weflaufer, Rhetoric and Its Denial in LegalDiscourse 76 VA. L. REv.
1545 (1990); James Boyd White, The Judicial Opinion and the Poem: Ways of Reading Ways of
Life, 82 MIcH. L. REv. 1669 (1984).

164 Debora Threedy, Slavery Rhetoric and the Abortion Debate; 2 MICH.J. GENDER & LAW 3, 4
(1994) (citations omitted).

165 I&
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that the two representations of women (one condoned and one
denounced) and the sanctioned autonomy of men are communi-
cated between society and the legal doctrine of undue influence. 166

The communication of these representations results in "limited un-
derstanding" of women's interests and reality.

Various legal scholars have commented on this occurrence
and its consequences. For example, Sherry Colb asserts:

In case law, as in our culture generally, the male eye observes
the world and describes its contents ... from a characteristically
male viewpoint. "Women's viewpoints," on the other hand,
"have been submerged, oppressed, invisible and voiceless." This
suppression of women's perspectives appears not only when
courts rationalize patently sexist results, such as excluding wo-
men from legal practice, but also in the rhetoric that exists inde-
pendently of, and is not necessary to, the holdings. Such
rhetoric typically can be found in those parts of opinions that
judges label "The Facts." In these discussions - or meditations
on the world -judges strive for the appearance of gender neu-
trality. They reinforce the neutral appearance with such terms
as "natural" and "scientific"... . The rhetoric of such purport-
edly neutral discussions subtly influences our thinking. Rheto-
ric paints a picture of the world which readers internalize and
act upon. When legal actors read rhetoric, their actions trans-
late the rhetoric into law, thereby profoundly influencing soci-
ety at large .... The understandings and visions of women and
their lives implicit in legal opinions can therefore shape the way
women are perceived, by themselves and by men, and ultimately
influence the way they are treated.' 67

Similarly, Teree Foster states that judicial opinions, "decisions, stat-
utes and codes - 'law' - originate as integral expressions from
the society bound by them,"1 68 and furthermore that "[i]fjurors do
not recognize the plight of women, they cannot effectively judge
women. Ifjudges lack understanding of women's experience, they
will perpetuate revictimization. And if lawyers do not understand
the realities of the lives of the women they represent, they cannot
advocate their client's best interests."1 69

Particularly illustrative is Colb's discussion of the application
of the word "natural" in judicial opinions. Colb states that when

166 See discussion supra Part III.
167 Colb, supra note 142, at 104-05 (citations omitted).
168 Foster, supra note 141, at 136.
169 IdM at 137.
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judges label something "natural" they reinforce the appearance of
gender neutrality.17° She explains:

The word "natural" has two distinct connotations.... Labeling
an institution natural inherently involves an assertion that the
law has not produced the institution - that it exists externally
and independently and is susceptible to objective observation.
But natural has a second meaning as well. Labeling something
natural also expresses approval for that thing.17 1

While Colb applies this concept in the context of abortion and the
purportedly "natural" female desire for motherhood, it also lends
itself well to the undue influence doctrine. In applying this doc-
trine, courts most often consider whether the testator left her es-
tate to a "natural object of bounty" or whether it was an "unnatural
or unjust" gift.172 As previously discussed, the subjective detenni-
nation of this factor is self-evident, yet opinions frequently state -
without any explanation whatever - that a particular object of
bounty is unnatural while another is natural. In the representative
case of Knutsen v. Krippendorf the testatrix's gift to her lover of ten
years was deemed "unnatural" whereas that to her son was "natu-
ral." 173 Such pronouncements, absent any explanation, demon-
strate Colb's first meaning of the word natural, for the act of not
labeling a female testator's relationship with her lover as "natural"
connotes that this determination was made objectively and inde-
pendently of the law."7 4 Significantly, such judgments ignore the
meaningful contention that law is a form of rhetoric that com-
municates the language of society. Furthermore, the very combi-
nation of the words "unnatural" and "unjust" demonstrate Colb's
second meaning of natural as a sanctioning mechanism: a gift that
is deemed unnatural is implied to be undeserved, even unjustly
given and received.

Colb concludes that "when a judge calls an instance of ine-
quality natural, the judge may mean both to absolve the law of re-
sponsibility for creating that inequality and to express approval of
the inequality." 75 Correspondingly, when a judge calls a relation-
ship "unnatural," he or she absolves the law of responsibility for
creating any resulting inequality and expresses disapproval of that

170 See Colb, supra note 142, at 104; see also supra text accompanying note 167.
171 Colb, supra note 142, at 105.
172 See supra text accompanying note 24.
173 See supra text accompanying notes 67-70.
174 See Colb, sura note 142, at 105.
175 Id. at 105-06.
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relationship. In a similar vein, opinions that narrate "The Facts"176

to construe a woman as needy and childlike, or conversely, as ma-
nipulative and deceiving, feign objectivism but ignore their biased
reflection of societal gender stereotypes.

Thus, when the law of undue influence covertly condemns fe-
male independence, idealizes female selflessness and dependence,
and preserves male autonomy, our society at large communicates
these "rules" to women and men. The power of the interplay be-
tween legal rhetoric and societal and cultural mores should not be
underestimated: law and language are "rhetorical mechanisms
[that can] operate subtly to disempower women. 177 When the
doctrine of undue influence limits the female, both individually
and as a part of society, more than just testamentary freedom is
subverted.

CONCLUSION

Society's gendered categorizations do not exist apart from the
law. This Note has demonstrated that gender stereotypes play a
crucial role within the universe of undue influence, a doctrine re-
ceptive to subjective normative values. Statistically, undue influ-
ence was found more often for the female testator than for her
male counterpart. Moreover, an analysis of the case law revealed
that courts apply the undue influence doctrine in a manner that
corresponds with society's normative views of the female and male.
The stereotypical nurturing and dependent female needs protec-
tion, and thus her will is invalidated. On the other hand, the stere-
otypical independent and capable male is deemed to know best.
Additionally, those cases where the male was unduly influenced by
a female adhere to another normative view of the female. The
independent and capable female is seen as a threat to male auton-
omy, and condemned as a designing, manipulating woman so as to
preserve the notion of male capability.

The pervasiveness of these stereotypes attests that law interacts
with society to perpetuate "rules to live by." By the same token, law
is a powerful means to shape society, because it is a form of lan-
guage. "The law should take as its most central question what kind
of community we should be, with what values, motives, and aims. It
is a process by which we make ourselves by making our lan-
guage.""17 Perhaps one day, the answer will harmoniously encom-

176 Id at 104. See supra text accompanying note 167.
177 Colb, supra note 142, at 105.
178 White, supra note 159, at 698.
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pass women as independent, capable, and unconstrained members
of society.
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